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The Limbu 
The Limbu is one of the two mai n branches of the historic Kiral people 
inhabiting Ihe major portion of eastern Nepal after the takeover by the 
Lichchhavi Kings around the beginning of the Christian era. The Limbus, one 
of the ethnic groups of Nepal, have their own distinct culture and oral 
literature. This ethnic group is spread in Taplejung. Panchthar, lIam, and Jhapa 
of Mechi zone and Sankhuwasava, Tehrathum, Dhankuta, Sunsari and Morang 
of Koshi Zone, in eastern Nepal in the area of 16,358 square kilometer. This 
region historically known as 'Limbuwan ' lies in the east of the Amn River and 
in the west of Darjeeli ng and Sikkim of India, in the north of Bihar, India and 
in the south of Tibet. China. 

The Limbus have their own language which belongs to the Tibeto
Burman family. Limbu language is one of the major languages that are both 
spoken and written in Nepal. Limbu language has characteristics of 
pronominalization and comes under the Tibeto-Burman Himalayan language 
of the 5ino-Tibet family of languages. The Limbus call their language 
' Yakthungbapan' and their script ·Srijanga'. They designate themselves as 
·Yaklhungaba'. Yaklhungabapan is spoken in the Limbuwan region: even the 
Chhetris, the Bahuns, the Magars, the Rais, etc. speak this language. This 
language is also spoken in Kathmandu . The Limbus of Sikkim. Darjeeling, 
Nagaland. Manipur speak th is language. This language is further spoken in 
Hong Kong. Bhuttan and Burma. Surprisingly. although the Limbus li ve in 
different regions of Nepal and different countries. they still speak same 
Yakthungabapan: and there is a high degree of mutual intell igibi li ty. 

Mundhum 
The Limbus have a distinct culture, tradi tion and rel igion. and are rich in oral 
literature of their own. They have a long tradition of narrating or reciting 
Mundhums and performing certai n ri tuals and ceremonies in their own 
distinctive ways. A Mundhum consists of legends. fol klores. prehistoric 
accounts, sermons and moral or philosophical exhortations in poetic language. 
So. generically it is a narrative oral poetry. There are several Mundhums. They 
are the sources of inspiration. information and enlightenment for the Limbus 
and the way of their life, customs. rites and ri tuals. They provide an insight 
into their inner complexity. Ri tuals. often regarded as sacred performances. 
provide the cl ue for the correct exegesis of the Mundhum and demonstrate 
their symbolic values. funct ional importance and social sequences. Each ritual 
action. instru ment and fetish or object may have several meanings: and 
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without a long range of pai nstaking pursuit. it IS not possible to get a 
comprehensive insight into it. 

A Pragmatic Insight into Mundhum-texts 
This article attempts 10 study Mundhum in relation to linguistics, putting it 
into a small domain detennined by some propert ies of wider pragmatics and 
interpreting it from text linguistic perspective. A cri tical study (or a research) 
carried out from the text linguistic perspecti ve assumes its object of analysis 
as a text. The text in general can be anything, written or oral, prose or verse, as 
defined by M. A. K. Halliday and Ruqaiya Hasan (1977 : 1) that ' the word 
TEXT is used in linguistics to refer to any passage, spoken or written, of 
whatever length, that does fonn a unified whole' . And, Oral Mundhum-texts 
here have been cri tically analyzed and studied with a pragmatic insight. 

Waiter J. Ong (1982) rightly writes "or.ll structures [oral Mundhum-textsj 
often look to pragmatics" (37); an oral Mundhum can certainly be best 
analyzed by the parameters of pragmatics. E. C. Traugott and M. L. Pratt 
(date?:226) in Linguistics /or Students 0/ Literature write: 

... Pragmatics, the part of linguistics that deals with language use 

... language use is governed by a wide range of contextual factors, 
including social and physical c ircumstances, identities, attitudes. 
abilities, and beliefs of participants; and relations holding between 
participants. 

How ora) Mundhum-texts are produced or composed, presented and received 
is also governed by 'a wide range of contextual factors ' , socio-cultural 
purposes. causes and effects; 'physical circumstances, identities, anitudes, 
abilities' , beliefs of participants and their functional relations. The successful 
production, presentation and reception of ora1 Mundhum-texts depend upon 
how some of these factors operate in the principle of consensus in the actual 
context and how they are understood. For convenience. the tenn ' utilization' is 
here used to refer to mean the interdependently concurrent accomplishments 
of production, presentation and reception of a (Mundhum) text. 

TnMlItJonaUy Set Functional Positions of the Participants and the 
Rhetoric: 7 ' Repetition of Mundhum-texts as a pragmatic Discourx 
Structure 
Utilization of a Mundhum-text traditionally involves a text produce r and the 
receivers of two categories, the primary and secondary receivers who make 
the narration and the ritual practice of a Mundhum a distinctly interesting oral 
poetry that depends for its lively circulation on its recurrent composition-in
performance. They have been assigned traditionally set roles that are socially, 
CUlturally, and aesthetically significant; moreover. their performance has to do 
a semantic contribution to the intelligibility of the Mundhum-text and create a 
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sonorous. dramatic ambience for its successful production and reception in 
.. the actual context" which. Teun A. van Dijk (1976: 192) writes, ' is defined 
by the period of time and the place where the common activities of speaker 
[the text-producer) and hearer [the receiver(s)J are realized, and which satisfy 
the propenies of 'here' and ' now' logically, physically and cognitively'. 

The text-producer is a shaman who, through memorization, composes a 
text in an actual context and is accompanied by others called lInglllnggoba
sanglanggobas, a Limbu phrase (meaning: accompanying friends), Oral 
composition of the cohesive text, the selection of its surface elements and the 
involvement of (mglanggoba'sanglanggobas are traditionally necessitated 
integral components; all lingu istic and paralinguistic fac tors, while utilizing a 
Mundhum text, come into simultaneous funct ions as determined by the canons 
of its set tradition. The anglanggoba-sallglanggoblls canonically repeat the 
whole text produced by the shaman, who is the text-producer (TP) and their 
lead perionner as well . The lInglanggoba-sanglllllggobas hence designate the 
primary perceivers (PR). For an instance, in the opening text of Sam Sogha 
Mundhum (narration and ritual practice of warding off the evil spirits of 
unnaturally dead people), the text producer narrates how mythical characters 
Lahathongna and Suhampheba committed an incestuous relation and the 
primary receiver(s) repeat the lines. X stands for repeti tion. 

Text-. 
I. TP: e-allA -- samdzik 

PR: 

o now - tradi tion/philosophy 
Mun~hum 

T radi tion/narnltion 
x 
x 

sam -u-m-lo 
sing/narrate -1-piADH-EMP 
sam -u-m-Io 
sing/narrate -1-piADH-EMP 
x 
x 

'O-now - Let's narrale the philosophy/the tradition. ' 

2. TP: Akhe 
(such) newslme$sage 

ladze!) 
news/message 
x 

sam - u-m-Io 
si ng/narrate-l -piADH-EM P 
sam -u-m-Io 
si ng/narrate -1-piA DH-EMP 
x 

x x 

. Let' SPI sing such news or message!' 

3. TP: e-unchon 
o-in the past 
ka?i 

IncestllOllS relation 

incestuous relation 
PR: x 

po-khe - \ a!) 
comlt-PST-SUB 

po-khe-valJ 
comit-PST-SUB. 
x 
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, , 
'O-in the past - as incestuous relation was committed.' 

4. TP: laha!iAl)na "" Suhampheba 
Lahalhongna "d Suhampheba 
IUl)dt'1U1J setne-si 
incestuous relation broke-3dA 
ka?i setne-si 
incestuous relation broke-3dA. 

PR: , , , , 
, , 

'Lahathongna and Suhampheba broke (their) incestuous relation. ' 

Not o nly the text-producer and the primary receivers have got roles assigned 
by the set tradition but also the themes of the text arc culturally and 
tradi tionally available and the purpose of utilizing it is also of a broad social 
and cultural significance. The narratio n and ritual practice of Mundhums are 
accomplished to meet wider cultural and religious necessities of the Limbu 
community. These necessities provide us with an insight into understanding 
the common spirit of the community; understanding their ri tes and ri tuals 
about birth. life and death: and understanding their concept about the creation 
o f the universe. origin of creatures and human bei ngs, geo-spi ritual history and 
genealogy of the Limbus. etc. 

For an instance. the most important cultural and religious ceremony of 
the Limbus is TOll8sill8 Mllm/hlllll, an incorpomtion of various myths, legends, 
narrations and oracles that are closely related to the dai ly activities of Limbus, 
because they guide their social, ethical and religious concepts by shaping their 
behaviours and attitudes to birth. life, death and the uni verse in a di stinct way. 
Its narration or recitat ion and dmmalic perfonnance are expected to bring 
peace, progress, prosperity and happiness in individual life, fam il ies and 
thereby in the whole com munity. Moreover, Tongsing is a ritual of creating an 
occasion of social sol idari ty, reconciliation, moral and psychological 
purification and strengths and also an occasion for correcting themselves from 
any devialion. 

During the poetic narrat ion and performance of Tongsing. there occurs a 
mystic communication between human beings, nature and various 
supernatural forces. The symbolic activities and material and their artistic 
presentation connote common social, cultural, religious and moral purposes 
and responsibil ities of Limbus. Tongsing is a ritual to appease supemalUral 
agents to avoid befall ing distresses. disasters and other probable misfortunes. 
Various fun ctional di vinities are invoked or communicated to 'bestow a good 
harvest. beller opportunities and prosperity and to ward off illness, d ifficulties 

• 
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and naturJI calamities' (Subba 1995:156). It is also a ritual of continuing the 
socio-cultural properties, tradilion and identities initiated by the ancestors; it is 
a ritual of ancestry worship, a formal ceremony for accepting and fulfilling 
various responsibilities. Furthermore. the recitation and performance of 
Tongsing Mundhum is also a lively practice of inheriting and enlivening the 
ideals about human life and death; it is 'a ceremony of forma lly segregating 
the paths and souls of dead persons and living ones ... ' (Subba, 1995, 156). 

The ritual performance and poetic narration of Tongsing underlies a 
elassical concept of a whole: the beginning, the middle and the end. As an 
initiatory phase of ritual performance, shamans offer a sacrificial piglet, millet 
beer and a one-rupee coin to master spirit, Mongmong Sire Kedhummo 
Sibhakyomi PhoJrn:omfl (Spirit or Goddess o f unruly power that protects and 
charges shamans with a kind of supematuml power and brings them in a 
trance) and invoke various other divinities. The major portion can be laken as 
the middle which gmdually develops when the Mundhums of certain gods are 
recited for various purposes: it is rich in imagination and grand in the scale of 
narrating larger themes like how the earth, the sun, the moon, the stars, the 
ocean and aquatic animals, plains and mountains, rivers, forests, animals and 
bi rds were created: and eventually it centers around the human beings as the 
final creation of the creator God Porokmi Yamphami who followed the order 
of the Supreme God, TngerJIlingwaphu. 

In this way, Tongsing Mundhum gives us a comprehensive insight into 
understanding the Limbu community from various angles, and likewise other 
Mundhums consist of different but complete events in themselves. which are 
related to various daily activities and religious and socio-cultural dimensions 
of the community. This truth entrenches an argument that the narrations and 
ritual perfonll:Lnces of Mundhums arc lIl::complishcd nOI in isolation 
somewhere in desolate forests but in front of a large audience, which is in 
principle the Limbu community itself; and hence, the whole community 
canonically designates the category of the secondary receivers, the ul timate 
receivers. 

The social, re ligious and cultural interactions as such between the text
producer, the primary and the secondary receivers, with a principle of 
consensus incorpomle together to bring out a Mundhum-text and di splay, in 
the actual context, a rhetorical mode of pragmatic discourse-structure that is 
rarely found during the composition and performance of any other oral poetry 
(it is not found in other oral literatures of other communities at least in Nepal, 
though there are many ethnic communities who are very rich in oral literatures 
of the ir own). It can be diagrammatically presented as fo llows: 
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Figure No. I 

Actual Context 

Text-producer 
Primary 

Texts 

Secondary Receivers 

These par.l linguistic. contextual relations and functional positions that can be 
observed in the actual context. on the spot and at the time of utilizing a 
Mundh um-text. contri bute greatly to the easy and meaningful production, 
prescntat ion . reception and penetr:ltion of the text. And, they unfold pragmatic 
nature of Mundh ums, a unique pattern of rhetorical repetition that has got a 
semantic contribution and sOl~ i o-cultural significance to the utilization of the 
text, and cohesive linguistic structures which are poetic ,md rhetorical in 
purpose and effect. 

Mundhums demonstrate a pragmatic nature and demand :I consummate 
knowledge of contex tual fu nctional f,lctors ;Illd de:!r I>crception of them on the 
part of the receivers, especi:llly the secondary receivers. Stephcn C. Lcvi nson 
(1983:7) overtly states pragmatics as 'the study of langu:tge [here, oral 
Mundh ullls·tcxts[ frOIll a functional perspective, that is that it attempts to 
explain facets of linguist ic structure by reference to nonlinguist ic pressures 
and causes'. As in the way of the geometric postulate of the Pythagorean 
theory, the pmgmatic postulate. in the above discourse-structure ,1I1d in the 
functional posi tions of the participants, is that the text-producer in the actual 
context is functionally lit a longer distance from the secondllry receivers than 
the primary ones who remain - in terms of making the ut ilization successful -
functionally close to both the producer and the audience. Therefore, the 
primary receivers play a role very conducive to both parties, the lext producer 
and the secondary receivers. In the following text of Mis(l1I1 Sepnw MlIndllllll1 
(Mundhum of killing the spirit of destnlctive fire), every li ne composed by the 

·Iead performer is repeated by primary receivers (PR). The symbol x stands for 
repetition of the preceding elements: 

Tex t-II 
I . TP: samdzik 

phi losoph y/tradi t ion 
sam - u-m-Io 
sing-l-piA DH-EMP 



munphum 
philosoph y/tradit ion 

PR:x x_ 
x x 
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sam -u-m-Io 
sing- l-piADH-EMP 

'Let sing the philosophy/tradition!' 

2. TP: samdzik isikA mun9hum isikA 
philosophy/tradition true philosophy true 

PR: x x x x 
'The true philosophy/the exact tradi tion' 

3. TP: Al)suk 
destmctive fire 
semi 
destructive fi re 

PR: x 

ser-e-ben 
spread- PST-DEF 
ser-c-ben 
sprcad-PST-DEF 
x 

x x 
'(that) destructive fire spread (on the earth)! ' 

4, TP: S09hul) tl1-yaIJ-al)-gA 
Tmvelling!looking for come down- ISG-PROG-EMP 
omu 
looking for 

PR: x 

111-Y'IIJ-al) -gA 
come down- ISG-PROG-EM P 

x 
x x 

'(So) I came down (from Almighty' s kingdom). looking for it' 

5. TP: tagera il)ghAI) nil)waphuil)ghAI) 
Tagera news/message ningwaphu news 

PR: x x x x 
'as it was the order/news of Tageraningwaphu (Almighty God).' 

6. TP: miphul) mukma-re ce?ya mukma-re 
Burning fire spreading-caused by fire spreading-caused by 

PR: x x xx 
' Because of the spreading of the burning/destructive fi re (on the earth). ' 

7. TP: hilli-al) pe-ro muni-al) pe-ro 
memory-also wentllsol-ASS memory-also wentllost-ASS 

PR: x x x x 
'people were baffled (memory also wentllost)lwere in trouble. ' 
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8. TP; ttlOSU cW:lI-Io s:ldzu cwat-Io 
or lIbove/Himalayan water-ASS of/rrom Himalay:ln water-ASS 

PR: x x x x 
' (It is) the waler from the Himalayas (in order 10 eXlingui~h it)!' 

9. TP: yosu cwal-Io galJga cwat-Io 
Indian Ocean water-ASS Gange water-ASS 

PR: x x x x 
(It 's) the watcr rrom thc Ind ian Ocean (in order to extinguish it)!' 

Hcre, thc repetition or the text itselr ha~ a grcat significance o n the ground that 
il orrers an opportunity ror thc Icad perfonner (or text-producer) in Ihe actual 
context surficient time ror remembering next ideas or elements as stated by 
Ong (1982:40) that 'I n oml delivery .... it is better to repeat something, 
artrully if possible, rather than simply to stop speaking while fi shing ror the 
next idea'. Consequently. there is no break in the cohcsion or the text and in 
thc continuity or the sense it intends to convey-lI runctionlll (or a pmgmatic) 
lIspecl or the act or repeating. This also InlIkes thc chanting or Mundhurns 
sound natural and adds sonority 10 Ihe immcdi:lte contcxt or their utilizlltion. 
This is an aesthetic contribution or the rhetorical repetition. 

Furthermore, the an ful repetition of the text by thc prirn:lry receivcrs, ,IS 

an anci llary device, also r:lcil itates Ihe secondary receivers, who lire the 
ultimate receivers to perceive the cohesive texts clearly and to understand its 
content full y, As the secondllry receivers consist or a large ,audience, the 
Limbu community, who incontrovertibly possess differi ng degrees o r 
inte lligence lInd comprehensibility. every elemcnt or word uttcred by the tcxt
producer is not equally comprehensible to every receiver, if only because of 
acoustical problems. Therefore, it is advantageous to repeat :IS exactly as what 
the text-producer ullers. The repetition makes it easier for the audience to 
gmsp what has been s:lid lInd also gives the text-producer confidence that the 
message he is trying to communicate is we ll understood. Hence, the 'repetition 
of the just-said ... keeps both speaker lthe text-producer] and hearer [the 
secondary receivers] surely on the track' (Ong 1982:40). It has been 
conducive to the semantic interpretation or the text on the pan of the receivers 
lInd 10 the fu nctional operation of all pamlingu istic contextu:l1 factors. beyond 
the interpretation of the structural properties of the text, as well. 

The pmctice of artful repetition of the Mundhum-Iext fu rther contributes to 
the socio-cultural SOlidarity o f the Li mbu communilY and 10 the li vely 
continuation of ils socio-cultural traditloll among and across genemlions. In 
fact. d uring the narr.ltion and ritual perfomlance of Mundhums. a Limbu 
shaman who was an llllg ilmggobll-slIIlgianggoba (a primary receiver) in the 
past has become a Ic<ld perfonner at the present. He is a link between the past 
and the present; he is a bearer :lnd savant of the Limbu culture and social 
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tradition. He is a link, bearer and one of the partici pants in his cultural 
activities. He is both the perfonner and an audience, and his disciples (the 
primary receivers), after hi s death, will carry on his socio-cultuml duties and 
responsibilities. Therefore, the producer of the oral Mundhum-text is a text
producer but merely in the actual context; as he belongs to the Limbu 
community that fonns the secondary audience during the ritual perfonnance, 
he is also a recipient of the culture and the long established tradition. He is 
also a listener or a recipient of the text that he has composed during the 
narr.uion and ri tual perfonnance of a Mundhum. Regarding such oral 
composition {the utilization of the Mundhum-text J, Ruth Finnegan (1977:53) 
opines that ' the performer {the producer of the oral Mundhum-Iextl as a 
recipient of the oral tradition: his role is merely to memorize and deliver to 
contemporary audience (the Limbu community], . The text-producer who is a 
Limbu shaman has presented the Mundhum-text to the Limbu community 
through his memorization. and so will the present primary receivers do in the 
futu re. For this, the artful repetition of the text is an essential pragmatic aspect, 
because it has offered them an opportunity to memorize the lines of the text 
and have their indelible stamps in their mi nd so that they can continue the 
socio-cultural tradi tion of the community by re-producing the Mundhum-text 
in the future through memorization. And, in such consummate art of re
production lies the uniqueness of Mundhums and survives their or.ility, 
reflecting the sole spirit of the socio-cultural tradition and further 
strengthening and making it livelier. Therefore, the art of repeti tion has got a 
broad fu nctional (or pragmatic) importance, beyond mere li nguistic charms of 
the structures and beyond mere audible sweetness. 

As it adds clari ty and lucidity to the semantic terri tory of the text and as it 
facilitates both the text-producer and the text-producer and the receivers 
(pragmatic aspet::ts), it is not a drab, monotonous repetit ion by the text
producer himself; instead. it is an ancillary device to the intelligibi lity and 
immediacy of the text in the actual context and rhetorical in its nature, purpose 
and e ffect; also Michael McCarthy and Ronald Carter (1994: 148) account 
such a repeti tion as 'a regularly recurri ng rhetorical str..l tegy'. And as it also 
functions for the continuation and the enrichment of the Limbu socio-cultural 
tradi tion, il overtly divulges a motto of perenn ial creativity towards the wider 
socio-cultural context. 

Moreover. the Mundhum-text itself is rich in cohesive linguistic structures 
that are poetic in characteristics and have a metoric poignancy which leaves a 
rnemomble consequence in the mind of the receivers, and that always create 
an ambience of the poetic freshness and immediacy of semantic conveyance. 
The artful. creative repetition of the lines of the Mundhum-text by the primary 
receivers itself is one of the cohesive devices. Furthennore, other remarkable 
properties such as parallelisms, lexical repetitions. and rcfmins provide 
structure and coherence 10 the Mundhum-texl. The whole concept of the tex t 
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itself is based on the principle of repetition that is particularly striking when 
verbal. syntactic and metrical pardlle lisms and the paltems of lex ical repetition 
are involved to a high degree but with a consistent variability. The first six 
lines of the Mundhum-text above are parallel in many aspects. and then the 
succeeding lines break this parallelism. but simply to cont inue another one. 
These parallel isms. consistent variabilities, and repetitions of the same words 
two times within a sentence make the Mundhum-text :I good poem; make it a 
song that can be sung with musical instruments; m:lke it a comprehensively 
communicative occurrence; every time bring newness to its utilization and 
make it memorable to the receivers. 

Now it can be averred that the utilization of a Muodhum-text entails many 
COlllextual factors like the text-producer. the receivers. their performances and 
other nonlinguistic pressures :lnd causes such as their functional relation . 
positions, duties and responsibilit ies. religious and socio-cultur.tl purposes. 
causes and consequences. and so on; these various e lements are concurrently 
operative; or thcy come into :I simultaneous function that brings forth the 
acoustic verbal text which inherits traditionally and culturall y inbuilt 
linguistic, rhetorical and poetic properties. and Ill:llly other features of orality. 
Of the various factors. the text-producer and the receivers - while utilizing 
the text - h:lve got distinctly unique traditional, socio-cultural and functional 
relations and operational positions that in turn provide the text with the art is tic 
dimension of the rhetorical repetition. a distinct prJgmatic device or:l property 
of ils utilization. 

Dramatic Monologue as a Pragmatic Aspect und its Set Symbolic 
Connotations 
Utili zation of a MUlldhulll-text displays nO! only the pragmatic di scourse
structure and the multi-dimensional rhetorical repetitions but also femures of 
dl"'dJl1:1\ic monologue that h:ls gO! traditionally and cu]turdlly set symbolic 
connotations. The simultaneous narration and ritual perfonnance of 
Mundhums bring forth a successful utili zation of any Mundhum-Iext, and in 
Ihal the text-producer. the :ludience/receivers. and their common activities 
which are satisfi ed by 'the propen ies of 'here' and ' now' logically. physically 
and cognitively' (Dijk. 1976. 192) are some of the operJtionally constituent 
elements 0 f the lext. When the text-producer. who is a Limbu shaman , 
involves himse lf in a n:lrrnli ve enchantment and ritual perfonnance of 
Mundhums, he dramatically. physicall y and verb'llly interacts with a large 
number of addressees; he speaks to them, communic:ltes some information 
repeatedly to them and pleads Ihem for some he lp. and so on. This interactive 
perfonnance is symbolically and dramatically accomplished even in the 
absence of some of the addressees. which makes the text a piece of dramatic 
monologue. 
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There is a dynamicity of addressees as such in Mundhums, who can be 
broadly categorized into two types: the first type includes the real human 
beings, here the Limbu community, with whom the shaman communicates and 
interacts with physically in the actual context of performance: their 
cooperative activities lUld real voices can be observed with our optic eyes and 
heard with our sense of hearing, ears-physical circumstances. This category 
of addressees is the secondary receivers: and the second type of addressees 
incl udes other creatures and many nmural objects which are addressed, treated 
and interacted with through an active, spontaneous deployment of the poetic 
devices like personification and animation. The shaman's enthusiastic 
involvement in the manifold interaction with the second type of addressees 
that includes various nowers, trees, rivers, Himalayas, places and ani mals 
remarkably creates a dramatic ambience, the spectacle of which comprises of 
the inviting movements and gestures that have symbolic significances. And, 
his acoustic verbal elements incorporate some features of 'dramatic 
monologue', a phrase applied to a poetic type initiated by Victorian English 
poets like Alfred Lord Tennyson who began it and Robert Browning who 
perfected it which M. 1-1 , Abrams (1993 :48) defines as follows: 

A dramatic monologue is a lengthy speech by a si ngle person ... 
(I) A si ngle person, who is patently not the poet, ullers the entire 
poem in a speci fi c si tuation at a critical moment: .. , (2) This 
person addresses and intemcts with one or more other people: but 
we know of the auditor's presence and what they say and do only 
from clues in the discourse of the single speaker. 

These feat ures best characterize the actual context of utilizing a Mundhum
text the text is like 'a lengthy speech by a single person', a lead performer 
who is;1 Limbu shaman: he 'ullers the entire' text 'in a specific situation' that 
has been set by the socio-cultural tradition and that has been demanded by the 
collective allitude and common welfare of the Limbu community, or of a 
fam ily. The chanting and ri tual perfomlance of Mundhums generally takes 
place 'at a cri tical situation' but within the tmdi tional framework of cultural 
ri tes and rilUals: for an inst:mce, 5appok Chomen (pregnancy worship for safe 
deli very) MUI/dlll/m is chanted and performed partly at the house of the 
pregnant woman and partly on the bank of a river. This specific situation 
brings forth many materials and activities on its exposure: a symbolic bridge is 
constructed: pieces of frui ts and morsels of foods are kept in a small piece of 
shard which is hanged over the symbolic bridge, and intestine of a chicken is 
stretched around it. And, the whole family is afraid that she is ;Ilways at a 
critical moment until she has given birth to a baby. The shaman melodiously 
chants S(Jppok Clwmell MlIl1dllUlII, in volves himself in series of friendly 
conversations with supernatural OIgents and symbolically ;lets that he has 
caught the wandering soul of the pregnant wOlmm and brought it b:ld into her 
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bOOy, and the famil y feels that she is now saved. His chanting of the 
Mundhum and dramatic acts convey the traditionally and culturally set 
connotations of safe de livery, warding off the evil spirits, individual and 
fam ily welfare, sharing and common concern with the crit ical state o f the 
pregnant woman. 

Furthemlore, the shaman who is the text-producer (but only in the actual 
context) 'addresses and interacts with one or more other people' , and specially 
when he 'addresses and inte ...... cts with ' the second type of addressees, the 
Mundhum-text becomes a piece of dramatic monologue, and its situation is 
endowed with the consider-Jtion o f many pragmatic factors such as the text
producer' s symbolic activities, his dressings, facia l expressions, many 
gestures, and whatsoever there are, which are, however, not free gestures and 
activities, instead dictated by the set tradi tion. And, 'we know of the auditor's 
presence', spec ially the second type of addressees, and 'what they say and do 
only from the clues' in the Mundhum-text of the shaman and from all his 
activilies/perfomulJIces Ihat are sat isfied by 'the properties of 'here' and 'now' 
logically, physically, and cognitively.' The closi ng section of Sum Sogha 
MundhulII (narmtion and ritual perfonnance of warding-off evil spirits), which 
is called 'yaI)nol)ma' (a Limbu tenn, meaning 'act of returning'), invites us 10 

look at it from p ..... gmatic perspective, because the utilization of the following 
text is possible only when the shaman, assisted by his (mgfa llggobo' 
sangfanggobas, addresses and interacts with a wide range of dynamic 
addressees: 

Text-Ill 
na--

there (horizontal) 
tikwasa-ma-e 
wild fowl-FEM-VOC 

khewasa-ma-e! 
pheasant-FEM-VOC 

·There. wild fowl and pheasant!' 
.................................. 

• 
allA-aniPI al)lal)goba-s-e sanl)lal)goba-s-e! 

now-wePt anglanggoba-PL--VOC sanlanggoba-PL-vac 
'Now, anglanggoba-sanlanggobas (accomp..1nying friends)!' 

..................................... 
aliA - la-dhe mikkA mu ku-be hAnj.l-e-na! 
now -- moon-of eye also POSS-way open-IMP-EMP 
'Now, Eye of Moon also be open (Moon, open your eyes)! ' 
Nam-dhe mikkA mu ku-be hJ\nj.l-e-na! 
Sun-of eye also POSS-way open-IMP-EMP .. 
'Eye of Sun be open/Sun open your eye!' 

........ ....... ....................... .. . 
e-- sammal] kuru-s-e ! 
0-- goddesses/deities guide! teacher-PL-vac , 
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'0, goddesses teachers!' 
a-mal) kuru-s-e! 
My-goddess guide/teacher-PL-VOC 

' My goddesses, teachers !' 

aliA tel)go pon~- i -ro 

now leg put!rest-pi IMP-EMP 
ye-Ial) ponp-i-ro !1 
down wnrd-Ieg put! rest-piIMP-EMP 

' Now, let's rest (with the friends) !' 

Mythical characters Lahathonga and Suhampheba in Sa", Sag/Ill MundhulII , 
which is a mythical narrative of evi l spirits, committed an unpardonable sin of 
incestuous rel:ltionship. Then, the Almighty God, Tagenllliwaphumang, 
ordered the gentlemen and intellectuals to sepamte them, and they tore a child 
into (two) pieces when they had quarrcled over their children. The spirit of the 
child transfonned itself into the various fonns of steep, stony hills, and the 
pieces which they had thrown down on the eanh joined together to grow up as 
a big tree that, latter on, became the nest of the eldest vulture. The vulture 
killed the people of Yethang Village that symbolizes the earth. The sprits of 
untimely killed people became Sog/llIs (evil spirits) that brought a great chaos 
and disaster to the world. As soon as the chaotic hubbub from Yethang Village 
reached the kingdom of God, Tageraniwaphumang (Almighty God) sent 
shamans, who are called Yebas and Sambas in Limbu, in order to rescue the 
people by chasing and killing the mischievous spirits. These mythical 
narrations and events are still chanted lively and perfonned dramatically in the 
Limbu community. The shamans first persuade the evi l agents and then chase 
them out of the earth (the human world). They chase them up to the border 
between two worlds - the world of mankind and the world of supernatuml 
beings, and return to the spot (actual contex.t) where the namltion and ritual 
practice are being perfonned. From the clues in the Mundhum-text and the 
dramatic perfonnances of the shaman on the actual spot, it is felt and 
comprehensively understood that the shaman is persuading the spirits. now 
chasing them, now have reached the border between the two worlds, now 
traveling across various places while returning, now have come back to the 
actual spot, etc. These various pragmatic factors and the verbal elements that 
have the nature of dramatic monologue incorporate together to detennine a 
complex. system of interdependency for the emergence of the Mundhum-text 
itself on the one hand, and on the other they convey the traditionally and 
culturally set connotations that the Limbus believe in the supernatural power, 
carry out various rites and rituals for their common welfare, have their own 
mYlhology that influences and guides their dai ly lives, have their own geo-
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poet ic sp<tce which is related to their origin, their genealogy and also to the 
KirJ.n t Kingdom in the past. etc. 

In the text above~ a beautiful landscape, full of thick and green fores t, 
where the performer and the wi ld bi rds (wild fowls and pheasants) do friendly 
talks can be well envisaged. The l)Crformer requests them to mislead the 
mischicvous agent (ev il spiri ts) by scratching out the dust. Here. it is 
traditionally and culturall y set Ihat the sha man must come ;!cross the domain 
where pheasants/wild fowls help hilll; he cannot choose other birds like a 
dove. or a woodpecker. There is 11 consistent ch.mge of .. ddressees; the 
perfomler is seen and heard talking to various co-workers (like birds in the 
distant imaginary place/world and his accolllpanying friends in front of him in 
real world). The degree of excitement and awesome feeling in the visual spot 
where the performer and accolllp<Ulying friends act as if they were tr.weling 
from the world of evil s across the hum'lIl world reaches ,I high degree when 
the le:td performer addresses his (lIIgftmggol)(l -.wmglallg8o/xu who have been 
entranced and ench.mted and by a magic or supenmtural power to travel like a 
day-pellet thrown away from a bow. Other addressees are the sun, the moon . 
and goddesses who help the shamans chase the evil spirits out of the human 
world ; there is an esoteric communication ; there is a my!>tic union between 
human beings and nature. Along with the r.tpid change of :!ddressees. they 
tra\'el across variou!> locations that range frolll the beautiful I-l imal:!yas and 
steep hills. green forests. rivers. several kinds of mining-places. etc. The 
addressers (performers) :lnd the addressees :Ire supposed to inter.tct 
cooperat ively in those different places. Thm friendl y intcmction can be 
envisioned:ls soon as thc :lddressers' drmnatic I>crformance has been obscrved 
and the concurrent narration has been heard. Ultimately. they ;m~ seen 
addressing the 'I(·tual audiences (hum.m addressees. the fi n.! type). In the 
following lext extracted from 5asik Mllm/hlllll (!lamltion and pcrformance of 
warding off evi l spirits of unlimcly dead inf:lIlts). the addresser/tex.t-producer 
addresses first the e\'il infant-spirits and then asks the human agents to tic the 
symbolic cradle in which an image of human is kept. The poetic text crc:!les a 
dramatic ambience. 

Text-IV 
I. e ·allt\ - kedzolJgen sammit pary khen wahit 

o now - nyinglslorm ing wind he:!vy min 
ke-botJ ke-bck-p:t-h:t! 
3p-bc(.:ome/t ransf orm 3p-become/t r;lI1sform- PST -PL 

'0. now you (have bccome)/tr.lIlsfonned yourself into slorming wind. 
(you have become) heavy min!' 
2. khen-i abu pendis:l yary~ary-sas i 

you-PL baby chi ldren small -babies/infants 
st\sik YOIJ~ory sa-ha-re(n). 
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evil dead baby/spirit-PL-POSS 
cemphon\1ilJ he?kwa t~ok -ma 
soft liquidified rice cook-INF 
cemphon\1ilJ kwa\1 ik tp-ok-ma 
soft liquid cook-INF 

'0 , (you) small children/ infants! Evil spiri ts! 
(in order) to cook your soft rice (and to boi l/cook) your liquids,' 

, 

3. kA ?yo - phudwmephubc kere-ro. 
here -- pot(soil pot/sh:!rd) be kept-ASS. 

kU\1/lakso t~akso mencham cA. ?it-tin 
Really exact perfec t human image- DEF 

e-e -- ke-yakn:! phekwa abu-sctlon kere-ro 
00 -- 3SG POSS-sleeping cloths baby-cloths be kept-ASS. 

'(a) pot is kept here. Rei.lly the true/exact human image (idol) ! 
O. your cloths (for you to sleep) are are (also) kept here.' 

4. aliA. - abunayalJ\1alJ sAsik yOIJ~otJ sa-ha-re, 
now - (baby) cmdle evil dead infant-PL-POSS 

hukso-e t.uJ-c khek-ku-m-Io-hei 
hand-with rope-with tic- i-pi ADH-VOC-EM P 

'Now. let' s tic (this) cradle of evil infants (from all directions) wi th (this 
enchanted) rope!' 

Endowed with dramatic vividness, the util ization of the Mundhum-text 
d ist inguishes a dramatic monologue in its characteristics and e ngages 
everyone in behold ing the dynamicity of addressees and the Icxt-producer's 
e nthusiastic involvement in mutually eooperativc intCr..lct ions with thcm illld 
in pondering over thei .. connotations that Limbus believe in the systems of 
animism and n!lturnlism. As re nected by the philosophical idealism, social. 
cultural and moral activities and responsibilities that have been embedded in 
Mundhums, there has been a long establishment of rel igious, spiritual and 
moral relationships between the Limbu community, nature and other creatures. 

Moreover. the Mundhum-text consolidates itself as a picce of oral text 
only at the cost of the dramatic accomplishment of the symbolic interactions 
between the text-producer and the wide range of addressees that include both 
the personified and the human participants. And, the tcxt-producer's drama(ic 
interactions with specially the second type of addressees, nonhuman agents, 
make it a picce of dramatic monologue that unfolds meanings within its own 
tradition and socio-cultuml context. The utilization of the text depends more 
on the action words such as ' performance', addresses' and 'interactions', their 
concepts and significations. These are preponderantly the contextual factors 
and create the cnvironment of fre shness, immediacy and alertness; without 
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dr.1mmic perfonnance, only the \'crbal clements cannot bring the text in its 
ex istence. So. in the words of McCarthy and Carter ( 1994: 67): 

The extract [the Mundhum-tcxtl is wh:lt we might call a 
·Ianguage-in- action' text. A number of the words in the text are 
of the types thilt need an understand ing of the enti ties ilnd 
locations in the immediate environment (Ih(l l, here, Ihere, the 
other ... ) ... a heilvi ly context-depe ndant text; its coherent 
development del>cnds on a common underst:lIld ing of the cntities 
and events in the environment where the sl>Cilkers are. 

The successful utilizatio n of the text. o n the p:ln of the audiences, first 
necessitates a sharp .. pprehcnsion of the cOlllextu,,1 factors as such, which 
provide us wi th an inlet to the symbol ic temlin of all the socio-c ultural factors 
and also an insight into exploring the ir mCil ll ings, influenccs and immediatc 
e ffects on the partici pants, here the Limbu communi ty. 

The pragmill ic factors Ih:11 be either literal or symbolic, rCil l fac tors or 
im:tginary. dynamic addrc~sees through personi nc:l t i on~ and :lI1imations or 
real hUI1l:tn bei ngs. contextual elements o f broOld socio-cultural purposes, 
causes and effec ts all co me into a ~imllltaneous ope r:l,ion for the successful 
utili zation of the Mundhulll-text: there is a complex rclation~hip of a number 
o f pr.1gmatic r:lctoh that form real texture of the text: the dynamic :lddressees 
consti tute essent ial texture because the text emerges when the performer 
addresses and interact:. wi th them. Moreover. the func tional. tr.1d itional and 
socio-culturaJ re l ationship~ betwee n the text-produccr and t"O catcgories o r 
addressees. their purposdul, pcrs\l:lsive and coopemti ve interactions through 
poetic I:lnguage :lIld dramOltic pcrfo nnances which incorporate to fonn an 
inviting spectacle- the spellbi nding inescapability that opens up with the 
dram.ltic monologue- provide a rhetorical discourse-structure to the text 
these ·non-linguistic pressures and Causes· . and lingui stic and pamlingui stic 
elements oper-.itc logether to dctenni ne its texture. 

Conclus ion 
A Mundhum-tcxt is culturally and tr"dditionally a communicativc occurrence. 
The phmse ' Util ization of the Mundhum-text· here signifies its successful 
production. present:ltion and reception in the actual context through 
tmditional izalion, a process of making potential knowledge currently active 
into the set Iradition of the co mmunity. The text-co mposer and the 
audience/the receivers (the pri mary :lIld secondary rece ivers) have got 
traditionally and cultu ra lly ils~ igned roles; when they carry out cultural :lIld 
traditional duties and fulfill their cultural responsibilit ies. the Mundhum-text 
comes into its aud ible existence: its compositio n is necessitated by the 
traditional and cultural purposes. causes and effects in the Li mbu community. 
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In the actual context of utilizing an oral Mundhum-text. without a 
simultaneous operation of all the pragmatic factors like the text-producer. the 
receivers. symbolic and mutual cooperation and interaction between human 
beings, nonhuman agents and nature, the text does not emerge in its audibili ty; 
;tll the contextual factors along with broad tmditional and socio-cultural 
elements designate its texture: they form the 'texture', the 'propenies of being 
a text' (Halliday and Has;tn, 1977,2). This shows that the narration and 
performance MUST be accomplished concurrently; the Mundhum-text does 
not ex ist simply in the act of melodious chanting, nor does it emerge out of 
(ritual) performance only. 

To sum up, there is a highly developed, complex and pragmatically 
oriented system of textually in an oral Mundhum-text in terms of its linguistic 
and rhetorical SlI'Ucture, which has been referred to as a pragmatic structure in 
this study. The inbuilt information structure of an oral Mundhum-discourse 
creates its own pmgmatic context and texture. The oral Mundhum-text is the 
melange of aesthetic lInd socio-cultural function to which it is employed. 
Moreover, it is. Abhi Subedi (2000:23) wri tes, 'a very curious blend of ritual 
and poetry, nature lllld human beings and more imponant ly, a mystic union 
between aspirations and nature'. 

Abb~viations 

I:first person 
3=third person 
A:agcnt 
ADH::adhonatl\'e 
ASS:asscnive 
d:::dual 
DEF:definilC aniclc 
EMPECmphalic (panicle. verbul suffill ) 
FEM: fcmalc/gcnilivc 
IMP:imper.i1i\'e 
1 NF:infin il ivc 
p:palicnt 
pi:plurnl inclusi\'c 
Pl.:plurnl 
POSS=possessive 
PROG=progressive/presenl genmd 
PR=primary receivcr(s) 
PST=pasl 
SG=singu1:lr 
S UB=-5uoordinalion 
TP=tell l-proouccr 
VOC:z::vocatl\'c 
lI:rcpclition of the preceding elcments 
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